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Abstract 

This report aims to covers the conduction of a final thesis project for the University 
of Skövde in collaboration with J.Design studio (Stockholm). 

The purpose of this project is applying and evaluating CAD and different tools related 
to the field of 3D CAD within design and product development phases. This has been 
achieved by the development of two pieces of furniture from a defined line of 
products stated by existing clients of J.Design. 

The initial phase of the project was knowing the design limitations from both clients 
and their stakeholders. Once these limitations were known, a pre-study phase where 
3D CAD modelling was set as the key tool for the research was done. This research 
identified related tools with CAD that are applied during the development design 
phase. Starting the development of the two case studies, the user needs’ phase was 
the first step in the process, followed by a benchmarking study, an ergonomics study, 
and finally, setting these requirements into a requirement list. Then, the design 
development phase took place, covering initial sketches until the detailed final 
solutions. As a final step, the use of the identified tools was evaluated and analysed 
based on the experience from the two case studies of this thesis project. 

From this evaluation came the conclusion that these tools need to take part in the 
design phase in a certain moment depending on the level of development, and as the 
level of sophistication of the tool increases, the information and detail provided are 
also higher. 
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1. Introduction 

Nowadays, the progressive evolution of technology has led to Computer Aided 
Design (CAD) playing a major role in design and influencing the way that design 
project teams work. Widely, designers have adopted CAD as the means to 
graphically model their ideas, being an essential work tool for them.  

1.1. Mission statement 

The purpose of this project is applying and evaluating CAD and different tools 
related to the field of 3D design throughout the whole design development phase, 
looking for its limitations, advantages, drawbacks and time investment. This is 
demonstrated through the development of two pieces of furniture, a dining table 
and a bed frame. These pieces of furniture will belong to a defined line of products 
stated by existing clients via a collaborating design agency. 

CAD modelling will be set as the key tool during the whole design process, 
and it will allow designing these products by focusing on functionality in 
coherence with the visual expression.  

A pre-study will be performed to define the problem area and to set the 
requirements for the pieces of furniture. This pre-study will include: discussions 
at the associated company, review literature within the field, spread a 
questionnaire that will help to identify customer needs, a benchmarking regarding 
similar products that follow the design lines, and, an ergonomics study. Later on, 
the design process will be followed by the concept generation and detail design 
phase, including rendering pictures, as well as technical drawings for production 
for the final development results. 

The objective of this project will be achieved once an evaluation has been 
done on the limitations, advantages, drawbacks and time investment for different 
methods and tools in CAD used in the two case studies. 

1.2. J.Design 

This degree project will be conducted in collaboration with J.Design, which is a 
multidisciplinary design agency operating in the fields of graphic design, design 
strategy, packaging design, and advertising. They were founded in 2004 and have 
since helped their clients to develop strong and relevant brands. Their office is 
located in Stockholm, Sweden, but they are working in a global market with clients 
of all sizes (J.Design, 2019). 

The company wanted the degree project to contribute to the design of two 
pieces of furniture for two of their existing clients: a dining table for Ahst.room, 
and a bed frame for Carpe Diem Beds Company. Having two case studies will 
benefit the overall CAD evaluation objective, as different tools related to the 
surroundings of CAD can be applied and tested on one or both products. 
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1.2.1. Ahst.room 

The vision of furniture from Ahst.room – a Swedish contemporary furniture 
company – is that it should be just as much of a statement and a decorative piece 
as much the function of it. They put extra energy into finding a minimalistic yet an 
expressive and dynamic furniture that feels interesting over a long time. 
Ahst.room is looking to develop a dining table for the brand, both to benefit the 
production process, the aesthetics and areas of use.  

1.2.2. Carpe Diem Beds 

Carpe Diem Beds has been one of the leading developers in Sweden’s premium 
segment of the market during the last twenty years. The bed industry is somewhat 
outdated, most products are developed with a focus on functionality, and 
negotiate with the design and appearance. In some way, Carpe Diem Beds is 
looking to challenge the bed industry, to find a concept that is both functional and 
a high-end design product. To accomplish this task, a bed frame will be designed 
based on an existing line of products that J.Design has already started. 

1.3. Design line – Limitations 

The limitations that had to be faced from both companies are explained in this 
subchapter. 

1.3.1. Ahst.room 

Modernity and elegance are the main guidelines of Ahst.room. Taking into 
consideration their strong identity, one of the models from the catalog – A.Sym 
Dining table 900 (Figure 1) – will be a guide to follow during the design process.  

 
Figure 1. A.Sym Dining table 900, 2019 (www.ahstroom.com) 

As can be seen, metal profile frames with dynamic, elegant and geometric 
lines are the basis of the legs; with wooden or glass minimalist tables, finding the 
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best possible balance between both materials. These are requirements to keep in 
mind. Also, during the benchmarking phase, the design of this dining table will be 
the main guideline for the research.  

J.Design established the materials that will be applied in the selected 
concept, being powder coated extruded steel wire (12 mm) for the profile used for 
the legs and ash for wooden boards. 

1.3.2. Carpe Diem Beds 

Carpe Diem Beds wants to develop several products for their new Exclusive 
Collection. J.Design has already taken part on it, designing a side table (Figure 2), 
a headboard and a collection of bed legs (Figures from 3 to 6).  

 

 
Figure 2. Side table 

 
Figure 3. Bed legs 1 

 
Figure 4. Bed legs 2 

 
Figure 5. Bed legs 3 

 
Figure 6. Bed legs 4 
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The next task is to develop a bed frame, mainly focusing on the function 
around the bed and looking for a new solution that will suit with this Exclusive 
bed collection. 

 In this case, the materials that J.Design established are massive steel made 
of brass for the legs – in case the design includes them –, and medium-density 
fibreboard, upholstery and flameproof fabric for the bed. 

1.4. Stakeholders 

The direct clients of this project are going to be Carpe Diem Beds and Ahst.room, 
as the upcoming designs will be sold by these companies. And in turn, these 
companies have their own target group. Being Carpe Diem Beds a company which 
is known for selling Swedish Luxury Beds and other products that are related with 
this world, their target is Premium retailers and hotels around the world, as well 
as clients that have a stylish, elegant and modern taste on furniture.  

On the other side, Ahst.room shares quite the same last target as Carpe 
Diem Beds does, as the design lines of their furniture are minimalistic with a 
strong identity and a graphic expression, following elegant lines and clear 
construction, being suitable both for the public environment and in private homes.  

Another stakeholder that is going to be affected by our designs will be the 
production factories that will translate these concepts into real products. 

1.5. Project implementation 

The major part of this thesis consists of a regular design process in which two case 
studies are performed. This design process is framed by an initial design brief with 
J.Design, where the existing design lines of products from both companies are 
presented. The next step is investigating about CAD, researching all the 
environments and contexts in which it is used and identifying tools that are 
related to the field. The development of both products is carried out right after 
this research has ended, being two case studies where the acquired knowledge 
from the investigation is applied. The last point of the project implementation is 
an evaluation and an analysis of the use of the identified tools during the design 
development phase.   

 To clarify this methodology, the diagram in Figure 7 expresses a 
visualization of the whole process. The design strategy applied is the same for each 
product from each company. 

1.5.1. Methodology for CAD investigation 

The aim within the CAD investigation phase is gathering information related to 3D 
CAD modelling, studying the applicability that it has in different environments. 

 During this researching stage, several tools related to the surroundings of 
CAD are identified, being an essential basis for the development of the design 
phase. This investigation is approached with ‘the Snowball method’, which is a 
useful and helpful process that aims to find literature related to the subject in 
matter by using a key document as a starting point. ‘Snowballing refers to using the 
reference list of a paper or the citations to the paper to identify additional papers’ 
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(Wohlin, 2014). Considering the bibliography in some of the scientific articles 
used on the research allows finding other relevant titles related to the applicability 
of CAD, increasing this information and making simpler the identification of the 
applied tools. As this search is done in a focused way, the opportunities for finding 
relevant data and tools are increased.  

 ’Different approaches to identifying relevant literature should preferably be 
used to ensure the best possible coverage of the literature’ (Wohlin, 2014). This 
brings the fact that other tools are researched through other sources that are not 
only scientific articles. Once no additional relevant tools for the development 
phase are found within this investigation, the research is ended.   

 The key tool during the evaluation and analysis phase is to explain which 
limitations, pros, drawbacks and time investment brings the application of the 
corresponding tool during each stage of the development phase.  As an example, 
the time needed for the design of a table during an advanced design phase using 
one of the tools could be the same as the time needed for the design of 15 tables 
during the initial stages. 

1.5.2. Design strategy for Case studies 

 ‘The term ‘design strategy’ is a list of actions taken by a designer, or by a planning 
team, in order to transform an initial brief into a final design. The actions of which 
a design strategy is composed can be decided at the outset or they can be changed 
according to the results of previous actions’ (Jones, 1992). 

 The design strategy that serves as the basis and helps to structure the 
whole design process of both case studies is based on the typical design process 
as described by Cross (2008). The user needs’ phase is the first step in the process. 
An identification of these needs is substantial to achieve in-depth knowledge of 
the subject. To perform this user study in this project, a questionnaire via Internet 
is done and the obtained results are analysed, interpreted and prioritized.  In 
addition, a benchmarking phase is performed in order to get an idea of what 
similar bed frames and dining tables are already out in the market. 

 As both case studies are products that have an interaction with humans, a 
study of how good ergonomics can be achieved is an essential stage of this project. 
The last step within the specification phase is setting the requirements gathered 
in the user needs’, the benchmarking and the ergonomics study into two lists of 
requirements.  

 The next step is starting with the design development phase. A reverse 
triangle formed of 4 stages, convergent regarding the number of concepts in which 
the level of detail increases as it progresses shapes this stage. Different tools 
studied in the CAD investigation (sketching, parametrization in CAD, rendering, 
etc.) are applied in each phase. 

 The first step of the design development phase is shaped with all the 
sketches that come at the earliest phases. Using the Braindrawing method allows 
imagination and innovation to shine for itself during this initial conceptual design 
stage, bringing out between 15-18 ideas.  
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 The selection criteria are formed by several sections, and state which 
concepts are moving forward to the second design phase, coming down to 5-8 
concepts. The line to follow is more detailed drawings, allowing a level of detail 
and appreciation rather higher than the one achieved during the first step. 

 Already in the third stage, these 6-8 concepts converge again into 3-4. This 
time, the selection criteria are formed by ergonomic requirements and other 
sections. These ideas are modeled in CAD, not getting too far into details, and are 
rendered in KeyShot. Also, they are presented in the form of a catalogue following 
the line that both companies carry with them.  

 The detail design phase of the selected final concept shapes the last step of 
this triangle. In this case, the design studio’s criterion is the guideline to follow 
regarding the evaluation of the different concepts. This 3D model takes into 
consideration all the details that can affect its production and manufacturing. The 
suitable concept for Carpe Diem and for Ahst.room concludes with final rendering 
pictures as well as technical drawings for production. 

 
Figure 7. Project implementation  
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2. CAD investigation 

During this pre-study stage of the project, a literature review was done based on 
scientific articles from different design conferences and journals, as well as other 
resources such as websites. This pre-study is focused on CAD modelling, regarding 
the contexts in which it can be applied and its related tools. 

2.1. Differences between CAD, CAM, and CAE 

Nowadays, new technologies have allowed designers to choose which tools and 
software they want to use according to the circumstances they have to face and 
what they want to design. Depending on the system that answers the client’s 
requirements, CAD, CAM or CAE can assist their needs. But first, let’s define the 
difference between each system. The three systems have the same two first letters 
in each abbreviation. ‘CA’ stands for Computer-Aided, which means that the user 
will have a computer as a tool to achieve their aims in a more efficient and faster 
way. The last letter for CAD, is Design, for CAE, is Engineering, and for CAM, is 
Manufacturing. As CAD modelling is going to be the basis for this project, this is 
the tool that it will be focused on and CAE and CAM will be set aside.  

‘Since their introduction in the eighties, CAD systems have become ubiquitous 
among design engineers. From costly systems with simple interactive geometric 
capabilities, CAD systems have evolved into affordable but sophisticated tools that 
automate many aspects of design documentation and retrieval’ (Katajamaki, 1991).  

CAD is a set of tools that allows the creation of drawings – both two and 
three-dimensional – in a digital way. Computers are used as the means to prepare 
technical drawings, making the designer’s work infinitely more efficient. ‘A 
technical drawing is the act and discipline of composing drawings that visually 
communicate how something functions or is constructed. The drafting process is 
largely accelerated through the use of CAD software’ (Technical Drawing, 2019). 
This sets the importance that this tool will play once the detail design phase has 
been finished.  

CAD allows to do many things that hardly can be achieved with another 
tool: it allows visualization of all possible perspectives of the product, and to spin, 
enlarge, reduce, cut and measure, achieving an enormous potential in the 
engineering field. This can be done both to 2D or 3D shapes, depending on what 
the designer is looking to create.  

By using CAD, the idea that is running through the designer’s mind can be 
conceptualized more easily than how it would be done with traditional manual 
drawing. It also enables to consider alternative designs from the same idea, as 
modifying the variables which are part of the product and can be done in a matter 
of seconds. ‘Then you can submit the design to a variety of technical analyses, and 
identify potential problems, such as too much loading or bending. Speed and 
precision these analyses bring greatly exceed what can be achieved with traditional 
methods’ (Urán & Helena, 2019). Besides the resolution that working drawings can 
achieve in terms of the different scales, the quality and consistency obtained are 
obvious. One of the essences of CAD is its accuracy, as it is a feature performed in 
all its aspects. 
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Although all CAD software uses common geometric terminology in the 
creation of drawings and operates with similar construction procedures, each CAD 
program has specific operating procedures that derive from its particular basic 
hierarchy of command structure. This is why it is important for the designer to 
know which software will be used for the design. Depending on what the designer 
is looking to create, different software will suit the task more or less.  

2.2. CAD in the Industrial World 

Nowadays, technological evolution and all the advantages that it brings has led to 
CAD playing a major role in design. Although virtual reality glasses might become 
the main medium to sketch and create 3D models in the near future – this aspect 
is explained more in detail in Chapter 2.9. ‘Gravity Sketch’ –, nowadays designing 
through a screen is the common way to do it. This technology, according to 
Hodgson (2006) ‘improved the quality of student output in the form of visual images 
and product realization’. 

3D computer modelling has been originally used as a documentation tool 
for designers in an industrial context, used normally at the end of the design 
process once a product was totally defined and the detail design phase was the 
only one left. Widely, there has been a change of mind and the application of CAD 
modelling has started to play an important role during the whole conceptual 
design phase, as during the styling phase – in case that this is applied –, simulation, 
product design and finally detail design. Its flexibility ‘allows being performed with 
other studio tools, allowing designs to be developed iteratively between screen and 
reality’ (Loy & Canning, 2013).  

‘The lines between Industrial Design and digital design are blurring, just as 
is happening in other disciplines such as Graphic Design or Architecture. Digital 
technologies are disrupting the boundaries and academics and designers can 
respond positively or work against it’ (Loy et al., 2015). This is the deal for 
designers, face the updating changes from the new technologies as their means for 
work.  

Even though CAD requires a learning process that not everyone has or can 
do, as for some designers can be like ‘learning to draw again’, it has become an 
indispensable work tool for many different fields: architects, facilities managers, 
interior designers, surveyors, engineers from all spheres and many other jobs use 
to deal with it. 

An important aspect is that currently, companies tend to economize in 
their development phases by looking to similar previous studies or basing their 
knowledge on their proper experience. Obviously, the amount of experience and 
time that the company has been in the market has a lot to do with this, though 
normally sets imagination and innovation for things that currently do not exist 
aside, and in some way, the user experience of the upcoming product cannot bring 
the best of it. This does not mean that each time a company is creating a new 
project has to create everything from scratch, as if some previous work has given 
good results, it would make no sense not applying already existing design 
patterns. 
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2.3. Methodology applied in CAD. Intentional Design 

The methodology that is going to be applied during the CAD process is based on 
the Intentional Design Methodology, which is based on our modelling experience 
along the years. Its goal is to get the most productivity and efficiency during the 
design process of 3D CAD modelling. 

The principles that govern the Intentional Design Methodology are 
following a guideline in order to get a robust design. A robust design consists of 
the idea in achieving a product which is able to undergo changes and modifications 
without varying its functionality and geometry. In other words, making the 
product unsensitive to variation. Intentional Design is able to control the 3D 
geometry, reduce the design time and therefore, the costs in the design process. 

The basis of Intentional Design is supported by the following two rules:  

1- Provide as much information as possible, independently the importance of 
the operation. Any data should be taken for granted – distances between 
planes or faces, knowing if two faces are parallel or not, etc. – in order to 
make the designer’s labor as simple as possible. 

This rule involves specific habits to keep in mind during the design process 
such as use parametrization, analytics information, and hierarchy when 
establishing geometric and dimensional relationships... 

1- To get a successful design, Intentional Design provides an order to follow 
during the 3D design: material addition, material removal, detail and reuse. 
Before starting any design, it is essential to understand these steps, which 
consist of: 

o Material addition phase. The first step is to create a block as big as the 
design needs. The shape and dimensions of this block will basically depend 
on what is meant to create, taking into consideration its height, length and 
width.  

o Material removal phase. Once the block is done, it is time to remove the 
exceeding material. The CAD software provides different functions – drill, 
mill, cut, turn, etc. – which is possible to remove material until the product 
has the desired shape. 

o Detail phase. This is an essential phase during the process, as it is what 
makes the difference between different products from different 
companies. Applying the requirement and the aesthetic specification given 
by the previous design phases it is possible to develop a detailed design, 
providing a technical specification for each component. The last retouches 
are done in this phase – rounding edges off, do chamfers, etc. – in order to 
get a more aesthetic and functional design. 

o Reuse phase. This phase can only be used for symmetrical products. If this 
is the case, the needed work is reduced in half, as the design will be based 
in doing just the half of it, and by applying the symmetry tool, the other half 
is created.  

As a conclusion, the main idea is trying to use as few operations as possible in 
order to optimize the process, both in the designer’s time and effort.  
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2.4. Design pattern modelling for CAD models 

Design reuse is an interesting strategy carried out by many companies in order to 
avoid expensive and time-consuming development from scratch. Applied in the 
CAD modelling field, ‘design reuse was aimed at maximizing the utilization of design 
by the reuse of successful past designs in part and in whole for new design’ (Shahin, 
1999). If designers have the possibility to reuse parts from existing designs, in 
early design stages, that could fit in a structural or functional way and incorporate 
it to the project they are working on, they should take advantage of this situation. 
This consists of the design patterns of 3D CAD models. Besides, CAD software 
keeps constantly updating and developing, which makes it easier to import an 
independent subpart into another existing design.  

The architecture sphere was the first that proposed the design reuse, based 
on the idea of applying already existing regions avoiding a complex language so 
that architects are able to understand how it works and how they should use these 
reused parts. Furthermore, nowadays design reuse is widely integrated into many 
disciplines, especially in 3D CAD modelling.  

Nevertheless, how can it be decided if a design pattern is good enough to 
implement in a design? If it accomplishes the following characteristics, it should 
be: 

1- Reusability: easy to reuse the original design pattern in other CAD models;  

2- Scalability: easy to add new features into the original design pattern;  

3- Maintainability: easy to modify and improve the original design pattern;  

4- Comprehensibility: easy to understand the design pattern;  

5- Portability: easy to use the design pattern in different CAD systems. (Bai et 
al., 2016) 

Applying design patterns in CAD modelling may not be seen correctly for 
some designers, as it is reusing existing designs which are part of the work from 
other partners from the same field, though is a helpful way to inspire in the design 
ideation and improve design quality and efficiency. As Bai et al. (2016) pointed, 
design patterns ‘enables designers to design from a high-level perspective so as to 
liberate themselves from the early details, to reuse existing mature designs, and to 
establish generic terms for collaborative design’. So, for all the benefits that 
applying it can bring to a new project, every designer should take it at least into 
consideration. 

2.5. Parametrization within CAD Design 

Nowadays, almost every CAD software brings integrated an essential tool for 
designers that are facing 2D or 3D modelling, parametrization. According to Shah 
J. (1995), ‘a parametric model is labeled by having certain attributes that make 
modifications possible without deleting and recreating any of metrical components’. 

This means that just by changing the values of the parameters that are 
involved in the geometry of the product that it is being created, the needed 
variations will be held. This is a substantial change in comparison to sketching, as 
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making modifications in the computerized sketch – both for 2D sketching and 3D 
sketch modelling – does not mean having to delete and recreate the geometry 
again. 

During the design phase of a project, parametrization provides a way to 
accomplish certain requirements when it is the moment to try new changes and 
boosts the possibility of analyzing a variety of concepts from the same idea 
without the need of redoing the same task each time. Even though it might be 
achieved, it is very complex that an idea will remain identical since it is originated 
until the last phases of the design process.  

From a designer’s perspective, parametrization begins with laying down 
the relations between the parts, and once they are established, the creation of the 
design begins. The evaluation phase – which should constantly be in tune with the 
design phase – will determine if these relations need to be modified. If a designer 
starts implementing and adopting parametrization to their work, what is 
something characteristic in a real industrial context, a change in their work habits 
by including the definition of the relations that brings consistency to the design 
will be an essential new stage inside the conceptual process. 

Within a parametric 3D model, each part has its own associated 
parameters, and these oversee the different geometric properties of these parts, 
such as length, height, width, radius, among others. Not only dimensional changes 
in the geometry can be done, there is always also the possibility of controlling 
where these parts inside the model have to be and how these parts interact with 
each other. 

The most important point while a designer is parametrizing is to check: a) 
the consistency of the created parameters to ensure that they can be changed, and 
the CAD parts and assemblies can be regenerated without failures and b) the 
consistency of the created relationships between the geometrical entities and objects 
to ensure that in case of geometrical changes the associative relationships still work 
(Salehi & McMahon, 2011). It is highly recommended to verify that these two 
conditions are working while the parametrization phase is being carried out, as in 
another case an application error might exist.  

2.6. Design maturity visualization of CAD model 

One important aspect to take into account in the early stages of product 
development is the possibility of color-coding 3D visualization on CAD.  Based on 
the theory of Cue Summation (Severin, 1967), different experiments have verified 
the effectiveness that this tool brings in aiding visual searches (Christ, 1975), in 
making easier to understand the information on display systems and in improving 
associative processing (McNab et al., 2009).  

Thanks to the constant updates of the CAD software that can be found in 
the market, the potentiality of color-coded visualization does not stop growing. 
New integrated functions that can be performed on the product that is being 
created tend to appear in computer-aided design environments, based on 
different specific technical analysis, such as finite element analyses or modal 
analyses. To visualize an example, the representation of the Finite Element 
Method (FEM) applied on a wrench can be seen in Figure 8. Its definition is: ‘a 
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computational technique used to obtain approximate solutions of boundary value 
problems in engineering’ (Pradhan & Chakraverty, 2019). 

 
Figure 8. Finite Element Analysis, 2019 (www.simscale.com) 

In addition, the color-coded is represented on the product itself which 
makes it far easier to know in which space the possible problem lies. 

As this project will contain two examples of furniture design, an essential 
and helpful tool from the CAD modelling software that is going to be used – 
SolidWorks – is the zebra stripes. The purpose of this function is to ‘see small 
changes in a surface that may be hard to see with a standard display. It simulates 
the reflection of long stripes of light on a very shiny surface and helps seeing wrinkles 
or defects in a surface’ (Zebra Stripes, 2019). An example of this tool can be seen 
in Figure 9. This is something essential when you are working with surfaces in 
SolidWorks, continuity between a rounded and a straight shape with tangency in 
the surfaces matching at the boundary. 

Besides the fact that designers are recognized as visual thinkers and 
visualization can be one of the main problems that designers can face during the 
early stages of the design process, the use of this intuitive means for visualizing 
information in conceptual design is not as leveraged as it should.  

 
Figure 9. Zebra stripes SolidWorks, 2019 (www.cati.com) 

Comparing the behaviour of different design teams when featuring 
printouts of color-coded CAD models instead of spreadsheets with numerical 
tables, the benefits of applying this first value-related information system are 
substantially backed (Bertoni, 2013). This leads the design teams into more 
developed solutions for the upcoming project as it helps substantially to 
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understand and analyse the problem thanks to the data provided, following a 
more structured design process.  

Therefore, in the early planning phase of designers, they need to keep in 
mind a wide range of dimensions and aspects since in early design phases critical 
decisions upon the value of a future product are made (Ullman, 2003), with the 
purpose of delivering real solutions that create value for the customers. 

2.7. CAD as an alternative option from Sketching in Design Processes 

Even though Computer Aided Design is the main external aid in which it will be 
based this project, there are other influential cognitive activities that help 
imagination and innovation shine during the early stage of conceptual design, such 
as sketching. They are not only used to symbolize a visual representation of an 
idea, they also help to explore new possible solutions to the matter at hand as 
helps to gain new perspectives.  

The way the ability to design can be translated from the knowledge of the 
designer to practice can be done by different mediums. ‘It is challenging to achieve 
a design goal without sketching. Sketching does more than communicate ideas; it 
assists in visualizing, conceptualizing and understanding the forms and structures 
designers are working on’ (Gross & Do, 2001). These words perfectly explain the 
useful side of sketching, and it may be the key tool to assist the design cognition 
process. 

It not only allows to illustrate the shape aspects of the design concept, it 
also helps to promote creativity in design thinking and to identify functional and 
other aspects of the design. It is such a powerful tool that allows demonstrating 
graphically an idea in a matter of seconds – depending on what level of details the 
designer wants the sketch to be – and the required tools are not that sophisticated, 
just a piece of paper and a pencil. If the level of details needs to be increased, other 
drawing tools that require a certain technical drawing knowledge can be the 
solution, as conical perspective, which is a tool that imitates faithfully how the 
human eye sees. Nevertheless, sketching and conical perspective are not tools 
integrated into CAD, though they are related to it in the initial stages of the design 
process taking an essential role. The information provided by sketching and 
conical perspective is used and developed in CAD giving a higher level of detail in 
all the possible aspects of the created product. 

These reasons support why normally sketching is the tool used in the early 
phases of the concept generation phase. However, it might not be the best medium 
to build from, as sometimes transferring sketches into CAD models can interrupt 
the flow in the design process as the idea could be not perfectly defined.  

‘However, one of the major advantages of CAD models is the precision of 
information about objects in terms of layout and scale, leaving more time to focus 
on the design process’ (Shih et al., 2017). This is the main difference in relation to 
sketching, as sketching has the limitation of not being possible to achieve a 
symmetrical or perfect result as it can be done with CAD modelling, or at least, it 
can be truly complicated. Besides, the development of the design process in CAD 
will always be more complete given the variety of options that it is possible to 
perform. Diverse software provides designers with the ability to zoom and spin, 
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add materials and colors, change dimensions in a matter of seconds, and subject 
the product in matter to a big variety of tests (stress, flow in the shape, tolerance, 
among others) before it is brought to reality, which makes the exploration of 
design ideas easier. 

2.8. Does CAD really encourage creativity among its users? 

This case study (Musta’amal et al., 2012) brings up a topic of debate which is 
happening in the design world and it is based on how the creativity and the 
knowledge of a designer can be inhibited by new technologies, being in this case 
Computer Aided Design.  

Due to this, Kimbell (2002) suggested that the use of the Computer Aided 
Design (CAD) tool by designers are sufficiently profound to warrant careful research. 
It does not exist a consensus about if it could exist detrimental effects on user 
performance – for example, creativity and ability – by using CAD. On this topic 
exists different hypothesis supported by different authors. These effects depend 
on the level of experience of CAD users’ (for example novice, regular and expert). 
The performance of a senior user who has been several years within the CAD 
world is never going to be the same as the performance of a user who has just 
started to learn the first commands, which brings out that the possible effects on 
their abilities are not going to be exposed at the same level. 

One of the studies done by Charlesworth (2007) concluded that CAD ‘has 
little or no value as a stimulus for ideas’. It supported the idea that CAD has less 
importance as a design tool during the conceptual phase of a project and suggested 
that it might only serve as a finishing tool for existing design proposals.  

Meanwhile, other authors such as Lawson (1999) supported the idea that 
CAD can encourage designers to explore a new range of ideas and is a mean on 
which they can visualize their creativity, imagination, and innovation. 
Nevertheless, Lawson was concerned about the quality of the design outcomes. 

As a conclusion from a case study (Musta’amal et al., 2012), results showed 
that it potentially exists links between Computer Aided Design and creativity 
when in designing, even eliciting the possibility of encouraging this ability by 
using CAD. 

2.9. Gravity Sketch 

Even though Computer Aided Design is the mean par excellence for designing and 
modelling new products, a new powerful design tool is making its own way and 
possibly will change the way 3D content is created for years to come. The company 
Gravity Sketch has pushed the boundaries of design, bringing the possibility of 
exploring and communicating new ideas in 3D through virtual reality. By means 
of virtual reality glasses and a pair of hand controllers (Figure 10), it enables 
designers to experiment with totally re-imagined user experience. Just with a 
single stroke, it is possible to create a variety of complex 3D shapes that can be 
seen from infinite perspectives. 

In the early concept generation phase, when a designer aims to create the 
foundation of the design of different concepts, this new way of working can save a 
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big amount of time, differently as it would be done with CAD tools. However, when 
the product is reaching middle-final stages and further details are needed, these 
designs should be taken into CAD software for further development. (Gravity 
Sketch, 2019).  

 
Figure 10. Gravity Sketch 3D ,2019 (www.blog.hackster.io) 

2.10. Photorealistic images from CAD modelling 

Nowadays, sketching is left behind in further design stages – however, it remains 
as a great medium for early stages – and CAD modelling is increasingly used in 
complex projects. New developed products need to seem as realistic as possible, 
and thanks to rendering software – which can be a plugin in a 3D software or a 
specific software which aims to boost speed and quality – it is possible to produce 
photo-realistic images of 3D models. A rendered image incorporates the 
appearances, lightning, scene, and decals included with the model (Rendering 
with PhotoView 360, 2019). The software KeyShot will be the rendering engine 
that will perform these photorealistic images in this project, mainly on account of 
its speed and ease of use, allowing to focus on the design and delivering amazing 
visuals. Figure 11 is an example of the level of detail KeyShot allows reaching. 

 
Figure 11. KeyShot example, 2019 (www.3darchitettura.com) 

2.11. Furniture design within CAD modellling 

Nowadays furniture plays an essential role in everyone’s life. Directly or 
indirectly, influences on the happiness of individuals or societies; and is part of 
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‘the incomes and outcomes of the people ranging from end users, manufacturers, 
retailers to marketers’ (Döngel et al., 2009). People deal with furniture every day, 
they can see it everywhere they go, and everything they do will be related to it 
somehow. A definition of this term can be ‘a product which fulfills the fundamental 
necessities of people in living parts and also called as a global product in national 
and international trade with the export and import capacities’ (Döngel et al., 2009).  

However, what can be called ‘good furniture’? Or, what makes the 
difference between the line that delimits the ‘good’ from the ‘bad furniture’? It is 
a complex question, where subjective criteria have a lot to do with it, but a good 
furniture design will not be something that only works aesthetically, the 
functional aspect is an essential part of it – it has to achieve its purpose – and if it 
is possible, it has to innovate.  

Designers, as problem-solving thinkers (Cross, 2008), will try to come up 
with a particular solution that can handle the issue in question. Related with 
achieving a good design in the world of furniture, there is an interesting question 
that many designers could have wondered when they first entered to this 
occupation, and it is based in which should be the amount of time needed for a 
designer to be considered experienced. There is not an easy way to answer it, as it 
does not exist a defined period of time that will separate the line between novice 
and experienced designers, however, once the designer has enough self-
confidence about the labor he/she is doing, and also there exists some external 
feedback from more experienced designers that can approve they are in the right 
path, the experience should be achieved.  

2.12. Identified Tools related to CAD 

The next tools have been identified in the CAD investigation phase, and they will 
take an essential role during the design development phase of both products, 
helping to achieve the final solutions. Two of them are not tools integrated into 
CAD (sketching and conical perspective), though as it is mentioned in the CAD 
investigation, they play an essential role in the design development phase, while 
the other four are part of CAD (parametrization, zebra stripes, rendering and 
technical drawings).  

Each one of these tools has been selected for the reasons explained in Table 
1.  

Table 1. Selected tools related to CAD 

Sketching 
Is needed during the Concept Sketches phase, the initial 
stage of the Design development phase 

Conical perspective 
Is needed during the Wireframe drawing phase, the second 
stage of the Design development phase 

Parametrization 
Is needed during the Initial CAD modelling phase and the 
Detail design phase, the third and fourth stage of the 
Design development phase 

Zebra stripes 

Rendering 

Technical drawings 
Is needed during the Detail design phase, the fourth stage 
of the Design development phase 
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3. Pre-study phase of Case studies 

When a product is going to be created, before entering the concept generation 
phase it is essential to gather information to achieve an optimum result.  

This research has many points to fulfil, as study the needs of the users, a 
benchmarking of similar products, an ergonomics study, and setting these 
requirements into a requirement list. 

3.1. User needs 

Before designing a product, it is essential to know and understand the needs of the 
users in order to fulfill the requirements of the products. It is an important step, 
without this study the development team would not be able to find an ‘innovative 
solution’ (Baxter, 1995). 

There are many ways to gather this information, according to Baxter 
(1995) it relies on the following ones: 

1- In-House market intelligence 

2- Library research 

3- Qualitative market surveys 

4- Quantitative market surveys 

Obviously, needs depend on the target group which the company wants to 
focus on. Once this target is clear, it is time to start the research of needs. 

Customer needs should be easily identifiable, ‘Without knowing if or how it 
will eventually address those needs’ (Ulrich & Eppinger, 2008). 

In order to identify these customer needs, it will be followed by a five-step 
method: 

1- Gather raw data from users 

2- Interpret the raw data 

3- Organize the needs into a hierarchy 

4- Establish the relative importance of the needs 

5- Reflect on the results and the process 

1- Gather raw data from users 

An easy and powerful way to gather raw data is spreading questionnaires via 
Internet. A questionnaire was sent out, based on Google forms and using Facebook 
and Whatsapp as the main broadcast mediums. 86 answers were obtained. Most 
of them were people aged between 20 and 30 years old, but there were also 
answers from older people. No question was asked related to their occupation, 
gender, age, or nationality, as it is something that was deemed not relevant for the 
final result. Just their aesthetic and functional criteria. 

 The questionnaire contained different types of questions, some of them 
were with short answers, others with ‘yes’ or ‘no’ answers. Another type consisted 
of a rating from 1 to 5. An aim was to have a questionnaire as visual as possible, as 
one of the most common questions relied on choosing between different designs 
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from different pictures – getting a valuable and useful result from each answer – 
using their own opinions. 

2- Interpreting the raw data in terms of customers needs. 

Once there were enough answers, it was time to analyse them. The goal of this step 
was differentiating the customer’s demands from the solution that can be brought 
to reality, as it can be seen in Table 2. According to Ulrich and Eppinger (2008), 
the next aspects need to be taken into account: 

o Express the need in terms of what the product has to do, not in terms of how 
it might do it. 

o Express the need as specifically as the raw data. 

o Use positive, not negative phrasing. 

o Express the need as an attribute of the product. 

o Avoid the words ‘must’ and ‘should’ 

It could have been possible that interviewees expressed ‘conflicting needs’ (Ulrich 
& Eppinger, 2008). In this step, this issue was not attempted to be solved. 

Table 2. Customer needs 

Customer statement Interpreted Need 

Bed frame 

Minimalist 
The design of the bed has to be limited by 

its functionality 

The shape of the corners Straight corners 

With drawers 
The bed can incorporate a space to store 

things 

High bed 
The height of the bed has to be at least 30 

cm 

Place of the legs 
The legs of the bed should be placed 
somewhere where it can not be seen 

Dining table 

Rectangular shape 
The shape of the table should have the 

rectangle basic form 

Size 
Enough space for 6 people sitting 

together at the same table 

Extensible 
The size of the table can be enlarged up 

to 8-10 people 

Legs in the extremes 
The support of the table can be set in the 

extremes 

3- Organize the needs into a Hierarchy 

According to the different answers, the task of this step is to organize the different 
needs into a hierarchical list. The list can be done organizing the needs as primary 
and secondary needs. The way it was set was organising the bed frame into three 
levels and the dining table into two levels. 
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The hierarchy order for the bed is: 

o Primary needs: a design for comfort (accessibility, size…) 

o Secondary needs: aesthetic  

o Tertiary needs: a storage system 

And for the dining table: 

o Primary needs: geometry (size, legs, shape…) 

o Secondary needs: extensible 

4- Establish the Relative Importance of the Needs  

The outcome of this step is a numerical importance weighting for a subset of the 
needs. There are two approaches to the task, and one of them is relying on the 
consensus of the team members based on their experience with the customer 
(Ulrich & Eppinger, 2008). 

 Nevertheless, this relative importance will be analysed in the list of 
requirements, distinguishing between ‘demand’ and ‘wish’. 'Demands’ are 
requirements that must be met under all circumstances, while ‘wishes’, 
requirements that will be taken into consideration whenever possible. 

5- Reflect on the Results and the Process 

Once this process has finished, different conclusions became essential, such as the 
size of the bed frame (double) and the shape of the dining table (rectangular). 
These are the main characteristics of each product, and it needs to be reflected 
during the design development phase. 

3.2. Benchmarking of competitive products 

‘An understanding of competitive products is critical to successful positioning of a 
new product and can provide a rich source of ideas for the product and production 
process design’ (Ulrich & Eppinger, 2008). Getting an idea of what other dining 
tables and bed frames are out there in the market is essential for us, it helps 
achieving a better understanding of what is already designed – leading to know 
better the sector –, identifying where the performance can be improved, and for 
getting a source of inspiration when the concept generation will take place.  

3.2.1. Dining tables companies 

Knowing the fact that it exists thousands of companies that design dining tables 
around the globe, a few limitations were set. The companies that were researched 
are located in Europe and its close surroundings, with a design criterion that is 
similar to Ahst.room’s. As it was mentioned in the section 1.3.1., the design line of 
Ahst.room was kept in mind for the research, being its main characteristics: ‘metal 
profile frames with dynamic, elegant and geometric lines are the basis of the legs; 
with wooden or glass minimalist tables, finding the best possible balance between 
both materials’. 
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3.2.1.1. T.T.A Table by MA/U Studio 

‘A table built on simple elements, the thin geometrical structure, combined with 
tops available in different thicknesses, has an impressive graphic sign that will 
play the leading role in any living space’ (T.T.A Table, 2019).  

 
Figure 12. T.T.A table front, 2019 

(www.maustudio.net) 

 
Figure 13. T.T.A table perspective, 2019 

(www.maustudio.net) 

3.2.1.2. R.I.G. Table by MA/U Studio 

‘A versatile bench that complements the R.I.G. system modules, becoming a 
workstation and occasionally a low table, available in different sizes’ (R.I.G. Table, 
2019).  

 
Figure 14. R.I.G. table, 2019 (www.maustudio.net) 

3.2.1.3. DB11 by Mobimex 

‘A solid wood table supported on a metal frame. Exposed threaded connections 
link the vertical double leg profiles with the assembly plate and the lower legs. 
These connections have an ornamental character above and beyond their 
essential function’ (DB11, 2019). 

 
Figure 15. DB11, 2019 (www.mobimex.ch) 
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3.2.1.4. Steel Stand Table by NEO/CRAFT 

‘Inspired by the architecture of the industrial era, each Steel Stand features three 
identical triangles. The starting point is a sheet of steel which is laser-cut and then 
folded for stability. The 5mm thin edge of the optional, solid wood Steel Stand 
table top echoes the filigree trestles’ (Steel Stand Table, 2019). 

 
Figure 16. Steel Stand table, 2019 (www.en.neocraft.com) 

3.2.1.5. Loop table by NEO/CRAFT 

‘The Loop Series is based on the concept of folding two-dimensional figures into 
three-dimensional objects. Characterised by the rhythm of its forms, the series 
infuses organic construction with a futuristic feel. The tips of the lightweight yet 
substantial aluminum frames barely touch the ground, lending each piece an 
almost floating elegance’ (Loop table, 2019). 

 
Figure 17. Loop table, 2019 (www.neo.craft.com) 

3.2.1.6. Nero table by Heerenhuis 

‘The table top is entirely made out of black solid oak with, one of the strongest 
woods. It’s mounted on a simple and slim black metal foot’ (Nero table, 2019). 
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Figure 18. Nero table front, 2019 

(www.heerenhuis.be) 

 
Figure 19. Nero Table perspective, 2019 

(www.heerenhuis.be) 

3.2.1.7. Sinus table by L&Z 

‘The design was developed with a concept that took the elementary architectural 
parameters of a table as the point of departure: bearing and supporting, legs and 
surface, trestle and table top’ (Sinus Table, 2019). 

 
Figure 20. Sinus table, 2019 (www.lz-elements.com) 

3.2.1.8. Absolute by B&T Design 

‘It is a geometric table design with metal bend feet and prismatic bearings. 
Absolute table is at once artful and highly functional. A lovely additional to the 
elegant modern dining room. It consists of a bent and twisted metal profile frame 
carrying matt lacquered or natural veneered top. The frame is coated with static 
paint or shiny or matt chrome’ (Absolute, 2019). 

                        

  Figure 21. Absolute table, 2019 (www.bt.design.com) 

3.2.2. Bed frames companies 

For the research of the bed frames, a few limitations were also set. In this case, one 
of them was limited to search for companies that are at the same status as Carpe 
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Diem, luxury bed companies. Other limitations have been to search for companies 
that are located in Europe, and which design criterion is similar to Carpe Diem’s. 

3.2.2.1. Carmina by Vispring 

‘The Carmina bedframe offers a lower height bed with contemporary styling. 
Featuring clean lines with no visible joints, it is made of one continuous 
Scandinavian wood frame with an incorporated headboard. Seamless corners add 
a minimalist touch, while its sleek chrome legs are only available with this model’ 
(Vispring, 2019). 

 
Figure 22. Carmina, 2019 (www.vispring.com) 

3.2.2.2. Savoy by Schramm  

‘The Savoy bed collection by SCHRAMM offers top artisan perfection, masterly 
workmanship, precious, timeless design and the one-of-a-kind sleeping system 
provide for highly pleased guests’ (Savoy, 2019). 

 
Figure 23. Savoy, 2019 (www.schramm-werkstaetten.com) 
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3.2.2.3. Daylight by Schramm 

‘Light is a basic element, a fundamental force no less than air or water. Without 
light, we cannot exist. Controlled by an app, Daylight makes sure that you have the 
ideal lighting experience in your bedroom at all times’ (Daylight, 2019). 

 
Figure 24. Daylight, 2019 (www.schramm-werkstaetten.com) 

3.2.2.4. Dream by Poliform 

’A series of panels combined to create a headboard that can be customized in 
different fabric and leather’ (Dream, 2019). 

The feeling of buoyancy offered by this bed is very interesting, trying to 
make somehow that the legs are not seen from a general perspective. 

 
Figure 25. Dream perspective, 2019 

(www.poliform.it) 

 
Figure 26. Dream front, 2019      

(www.poliform.it) 

3.2.2.5. Laze by Poliform 

‘Laze is an upholstered bed with emphasis on materials and sensations with cover 
available in fabric or leather’ (Laze, 2019). 
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Figure 27. Laze, 2019 (www.poliform.it) 

3.2.2.6. Onda by Poliform 

‘The bed Onda is a modern element of decoration, characterized by strong 
personalization. The light structure matches with the capitonné in leather of the 
headboard’ (Onda, 2019). 

 
Figure 28. Onda, 2019 (www.poliform.it) 

3.2.2.7. Ambassador Nordic Seamless by Jensen 

‘Jensen Nordic Line transforms the traditional continental bed from a rather heavy 
to a flowingly elegant bed concept, which can easily be adjusted to different 
bedrooms’ (Ambassador Nordic Seamless, 2019). 

 
Figure 29. Ambassador Nordic Seamless, 2019 (www.jensen-beds.com) 
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3.2.2.8. Prestige Continental by Jensen 

‘Jensen Prestige has a modern design and is supplied with exclusive furniture 
textiles from Beaulieu. Jensen Prestige has double stitching with a discretely 
embroidered logo on the lower edge of the bed’ (Prestige Continental, 2019). 

 
Figure 30. Prestige Continental, 2019 (www.jensen-bed.com) 

3.3. Ergonomic requirements 

‘Ergonomics (or human factors) is the scientific discipline concerned with the 
understanding of interactions among humans and other elements of a system, and 
the profession that applies theory, principles, data and methods to design in order to 
optimize human well-being and overall system performance’ (IEA, 2019).  

Ergonomics plays an essential role in everything that is designed and 
involves a certain interaction with people. ‘Ergonomics promotes a holistic 
approach (IEA, 2019) through different factors as physical, cognitive or 
environmental among others. It aims to take into consideration all human abilities 
and limitations to create workspaces or products that can be efficient, safe and 
comfortable. Therefore, before start designing, it is essential to consider how 
ergonomics can affect the design of both the dining table and the bed frame. 

3.3.1. Dining tables 

A dining table is intended above all to be a place for having a meal and be a place 
where its users can do other activities such as staying and talk about the day.  

Dining tables have different shapes, and the election of the appropriate one 
depends on the consumer’s taste and where it is intended to be placed. Each of 
these shapes has its own needs and requirements. On the market it can be found 
the following ones: 

o Rectangular table. This type is essential if you want to make the most of 
the available space, being preferable for a larger number of people. The 
main problem of this shape is that it does not help the flow of 
communication between people sitting on the table. 
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o Square table. They allow to focus more on the design and on innovation, 
and its shape will not be unperceived. Normally used for intimate meals 
with few people.  

o Circular table. Its shape helps to be the center of attention of the stay – is 
really used among restaurants and big houses – and it helps the flow of 
communication between people, as they can easily see each other while 
they are sitting. 

Setting the shape of the table aside, the quality of the dining experience go 
hand in hand with how many people fit on the table at the same time. On the 
market, different sizes can be found that will meet these needs, so it is essential 
for us to consider the dimensions of the table from the early design phases.  

Some standard requirements are: the user needs a certain space in front of 
them – about 35 cm – and this is mainly the space for cutlery. Also, each user needs 
space on each side – between 60 and 75 cm –, so they are able to move their arms, 
among others. Besides these measurements, it has to be taken into consideration 
the space for other things that will be on the same table, like bottles, salad dishes, 
decorations… 

If two users want to sit comfortably on a rectangular table, one in front of 
the other, having enough space on the table for things like bottles or salad dishes, 
the width of the table has to be, at least, about 90 cm and no more than 110 cm. If 
the width of the table is more than 110 cm, the conversation between people can 
become a bit more complicated. Concerning the distance between one user next 
to the other, there needs to be a space between them of around 70 cm. 

In addition to all these measurements, there are other requirements that 
need to be taken into account.  

1- Depending on what is the table used for, its height will change. Normally, a 
dining table is higher than an office table, what is related to the time spent 
on each activity: people normally spend less time eating than working. The 
appropriate height is around 70 cm from the floor. 

2- Under the table, there needs to be enough free space for the movement of 
the legs. The lowest part of the table needs to be above 65 cm, and 
according to the depth, 45 cm for the appropriate movement of the knees, 
and, at least 100 cm deep for the feet. 

3- The legs of the table cannot interfere with the user’s legs, so they need to 
be visible to avoid hitting them. The best shape for table legs is circular, in 
order to reduce the pain if someone hits it.  

 All this ergonomic information comes from the following source: Institute 
of Biomechanics from Valencia, 2004. 

3.3.2. Bed frames 

‘Beds are the most important furniture in our bedrooms’. It can even be one of the 
most important and valuables purchases that can be done for a home. It has to 
provide comfort and help rest during sleep, and the way people sleep will have 
impacts on all the activities that they do along the day. Beds must provide: 
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1- Space to support the body in a safe and comfortable way. 

2- Ease to change the posture, also having a shape that eases to stand up. 

Concerning the bed measurements, it is important to take into account the 
following ones: 

1- The width needs to be between 90 and 110 cm if it is individual, but if it is 
a double bed, it should be at least 145 cm. Normally, the length of the bed 
is around 200 cm, however, if the user is taller than 200 cm, a longer bed 
will be needed. If the bed is shared, each person needs around 20 cm on 
each side to move freely without bothering the other person. 

2- Before laying down on the bed, people normally sit down on it first. This is 
why it is important to consider the height of the bed. If this dimension is 
not the appropriated one, the movement will not be ergonomic and 
eventually, the user will suffer back or knee pain, among others. It is 
normally about 35-40 cm. 

3- The space under the bed is not a required measure, it affects more the 
aesthetic of the bed than its functionality. The headboard is a part which 
can be fixed on the bed or be separated from it. Also, it is something that is 
not required, it plays a more aesthetic role than a functional one.    

All this ergonomic information comes from the following source: Institute of 
Biomechanics from Valencia, 2004. 

3.4. List of requirements 

This is an essential stage of the project, as it states the needed conditions which 
have to be completed in order to achieve a successful result. Essentially, it 
provides a clearer picture of what needs to be done during the conceptual design 
stage. 

 All the requirements are explained in detail and structured into two 
different charts, one for the dining table (Table 3) and the other one for the bed 
frame (Table 4). Besides the differentiation between wishes and demands, the 
requirements are divided into seven different groups: geometry, functionality, 
aesthetics, production, safety, ergonomics and others.  
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3.4.1. Dining tables  

Table 3. Dining table requirement list 

Dining 

table 
Demand 

/Wish 
Specification Definition Demand Wish 

G
e
o
m
e
tr
y 

D Height Size of the 
rectangular board 
where can 
comfortably fit 6 
people at the same 
time 

0,02-0,03 m  
D Width  0,90 m  
D Length 2,40 m  

D Edge rounds 0,002 m  

D Height Size of the square 
board where can 
comfortably fit 6 
people at the same 
time 

0,01 m  

D Width  1,1 m  

D Edge rounds 0,002 m  

D Legs radius Size of the legs 0,012 m  

Fu
n
c
ti
o
n
a
lit
y 

W Extensible 
Its size can be for 8-
10 people at any 
moment 

 
4 extra 
people 

A
e
st

h
e
ti
c
s W 

Positions of the 
legs 

Place where the 
legs are going to be 
located 

 
In the 

extremes 

W Minimalist design 
The design can be 
limited to its 
functionality 

 Yes 

P
ro

d
u
c
ti
o
n
 

D 
Friendly with the 
environment 

The product should 
be recycled in a X% 
in its end life cycle 

>60 100 

D Smooth edges 

All the edges of the 
table should be 
rounded to avoid 
hurting 

≈ 0,002 m  

D 
Link between 
board & legs 

The design of the 
table has to connect 
appropriately with 
the legs 

Yes  

D Quality control 
It has to follow the 
ISO quality 
standards 

Yes  

S
a
fe

ty
 

D Durability 
Apply high-quality 
materials 

Massive 
steel for the 
legs and 
ash/glass 
for the 
board 

 

D Stability 

The table has to be 
able to stand 
without additional 
forces 

Yes  

E
rg

o
n
o

m
ic

s 

D Width Space above the 
board 

≈0,75 m  
D Depth ≈0,35 m  
D Height Space below the 

board to allow the 
≈0,55 m  

D Width ≈0,55 m  
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D 
Depth (for the 
knees) 

movement of the 
user’s legs 

≈0,45 m  

D 
Depth (for the 
feet) 

≈0,95 m  
O

th
e
rs
 

W Easy to clean 
Avoid hidden 
corner in the design 

 Yes 

3.4.2. Bed frames 

Table 4. Bed frame requirement list 

Bed 

frame 
Demand 
/Wish 

Specification Definition Demand Wish 

 

D Width 
These dimensions 
need to fit with the 
dimensions of the 
mattress 

>1,6 m  

D Height >0,3 m  

D Length >2,1 m  

Fu
n
c
ti
o
n
a
lit
y
 W Storage system 

Dedicated space to 
store things 
(wardrobes, lift up 
base, …) 

 
2 

drawers 

W Platform 
The bed can include 
a platform to leave 
things on it 

 Yes 

W Headboard 
The design of the 
frame can include a 
headboard 

 Yes 

A
e
st

h
e
ti
c
s W Platform 

The bed can include 
a platform to  

 Yes 

W Minimalist design 
The design can be 
limited to its 
functionality 

 Yes 

P
ro

d
u
c
ti
o
n
 

D 
Friendly with the 
environment 

The product should 
be recycled in its 
end life cycle 

>40 100 

D Smooth edges 

All the edges of the 
frame have to be 
rounded to avoid 
hurting 

>20 mm  

D Quality control 
It has to follow the 
ISO quality 
standards 

Yes  

S
a
fe

ty
 D Durability 

Apply high-quality 
materials 

 
Massive 
brass steel, 
MDF, 
upholstery, 
flameproof 
fabric 
 

 

D Stability 
The bed has to be 
able to stand 

Yes  
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without additional 
forces 

E
rg

o
n
o
m
ic

s D Easy access 

Avoid designing a 
frame that 
complicates access 
to the bed 

Yes  

D 
Link between 
frame & mattress 

The design of the 
upper part of the 
frame has to fit with 
the mattress 

Yes  

O
th

e
rs
 

W Easy to clean 
Avoid hidden corner 
in the design 

 Yes 
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4. Design development phase of Case studies 

After setting all the specifications that both products need to fulfil, the creative 
conceptual stage takes place. Starting with a great deal of ideas reflected on a piece 
of paper in the early stages, some of these move forward to the following phase 
increasing its level of detail until the final solution is achieved. 

In the initial stage – Concept Sketches –, Braindrawing is the method used 
which inspire to create new ideas, with the intention of having a good number of 
concepts to evaluate and keep on working with. 

As it was mentioned in the design strategy, this stage is structured into four 
phases (Figure 31), being applied the same pattern both for the dining tables and 
for the bed frames.  

 
                                              Concept Sketches 

                 (15 - 18 concepts) 

               -                                

                                           Wireframe drawings   
                     (5 - 8 concepts) 

           
                      CAD modelling concepts 
                                -with renders-     

                Level of         (3 - 5 concepts)     

                detail    

                                               Detail design  
        -with renders &  
                                                             technical 

         drawings- 

                    +                                                   (Final Product)   

  

 
 

 

                  

4.1. Dining table 

The four phases that structures the design development phase of the dining table 
are explained in this subchapter. 

4.1.1. Concept sketches 

‘The Braindrawing method is most useful during the early stages of concept 
development and requirements gathering to generate a range of design options’  
(Braindrawing, 2019).  

Braindrawing is the method applied for the generation of ideas. It is a type 
of visual brainstorming which allows generating a good number of visual design 
concepts in the initial stages of a design process. Each member of the team drew 
their own ideas separately, with the purpose that the concepts of one were not 
influenced by the ones of the other and more creative solutions can appear. 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/computer-science/earliest-stage
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Nevertheless, once these initial concept sketches were generated, the team had a 
meeting where both members briefly explained in what each idea consisted of. 
The purpose was to provide feedback to the results of the other so the generated 
concepts can be improved or combined with others. 

‘At the early stage of design procedures, dozens of concept sketches are 
presented to capture the momentary inspiration, to interpret the design idea and to 
record the design progress’ (Hao et al., 2011).  

These design sketches are ideas reflected in plenty of strokes. The 
information that these lines provide allows visualizing different ideas of how the 
dining table can be in a swift and simple way, gaining the importance that it has 
during the early stages of design and in the whole development process.  

Regarding the evaluation of the concepts, we have to work on something 
that we feel comfortable with and we have confidence that a noticeable result can 
come out of those rough lines, and sometimes, when you think through which 
ideas you would keep on working with from those that have been drawn in a 
beginning, probably most of them would stay out from that plan.  

After joining all the ideas together that came in the Braindrawing sessions 
into the Figures 32 and 33, different sections form the design criteria to decide 
which concepts are moving forward to the second phase, and which stays just as 
ideas. These sections are structured in Table 5. 

Table 5. Sections for the selection criteria 

Number Criteria 
Moves to the 

second phase? 

0 The design does not accomplish the 1-5 criteria Yes 

1 The design lacks stability 

No 

2 
We do not feel enough confidence to agree that a 
noticeable result can come out from this idea 

3 
The design is similar to other concepts that are moving 
forward 

4 The design cannot use the standardized dimensions 

5 
The design does not follow the specific design line 
provided by the company and J.Design 
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Therefore, 7 out of these 17 concepts moved forward turning into wireframe 
drawings in the second phase. 

4.1.2. Wireframe drawings 

The seven concepts which move forward from the first phase will be the ones used 
in this phase as wireframe drawings. 

 Wireframe drawings serve as a middle ground between paper sketches and 
concepts on CAD modelling. The purpose is to illustrate the ideas that are evolving 
in the development process into a higher level of detail, giving a general idea of 
the design and construction, though they are still not computerized concepts. The 
set of strokes that composed an idea in the first phase are transformed into solids 
in this second phase, but still, some details have not been set, as how several legs 
that converge in the same point are fixed together.  

The key is to keep simplicity, just visualizing the representative 
components of the different ideas in black and white – only the Concept five gets 
a blue layout to distinguish a second level of glass beneath the board – so the 
distractions are minimized. Also, during the first phase, in some way, all the 
concepts are not organized hierarchically as some of them have a bigger size than 
others, or different strokes composed the sketches. On the other side, the intention 
behind this phase is that all the concepts have the same level of detail, so no 
differentiations are made between them and no one stands out more than the 
other. 

 
Figure 32. Sketches tables 1 

 
Figure 33. Sketches tables 2 
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In this phase, four out of the seven concepts accomplish all the 
requirements set in the requirement list, while it is not the case of three of them 
which lack one of the sections of the ergonomics area. This is the dimensions set 
for the space below the board to allow the movement of the user’s legs when is 
seated – regarding especially the depth both for the knees and the feet –, being not 
achieved by the concepts 1 (Figure 34), 4 (Figure 37) and 7 (Figure 40). In each of 
them, there is/are a bar/several bars which block placing or stretching the legs 
underneath the board. This sets that these three concepts cannot move forward 
to the third phase, the initial concepts on CAD modelling. 

On the other side, this ergonomic problem has been avoided in concept 6 
(Figure 39) by removing the crosswise bars, as its function was purely aesthetic. 
This can be seen in the rendering pictures of the following phase.  

 

 
Figure 34. Concept 1 

 
Figure 35. Concept 2 

 
Figure 36. Concept 3 

 

 
Figure 37. Concept 4 

 
Figure 38. Concept 5 

 
Figure 39. Concept 6 
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Therefore, the concepts 2, 3, 5 and 6 (Figure 35, 36, 38 and 39) advances to the 
CAD modelling phase. 

4.1.3. CAD modelling concepts 

CAD modelling starts to play a role in this phase. Visualize all the possible 
perspectives of the different concepts, enlarge its size, reduce, or even spin them 
is something that it can be done from this point on.  

 Applying CAD allows a more feasible and practical working flow, what 
makes possible to share information beyond a piece of paper, through files. In this 
way, the diverse designs can be shared and interpreted in a faster and more 
efficient way, and not just with the software that is being used, it can be 
transferred through multiple platforms. Exporting the files from SolidWorks to 
KeyShot allows rendering the different products in photo-realistic images. It 
incorporates materials, environments, scenes, and lighting to the model in matter 
making sometimes even confusing to distinguish what is a render and what a 
photo from a real product.  

Nevertheless, all these concepts have not been totally developed. Still many 
construction details – as the link between the frame of the legs and the board or 
to the different glasses that shape concept 5 (Figure 43) – have not been made as 
this belongs to the last phase, the detail design phase. 

J.Design set the dimensions of the profiles and the sizes of the boards, and 
it is quite the same for all the concepts – the main variations rely on between the 
height of the board made of ash and the ones made of glass –, as well as the 
materials. 

In order to follow the design line of Ahst.room in all the possible aspects, 
these concepts in the shape of a catalogue following their same line were sent to 
J.Design so it can be easier for them to understand and compare each idea. It was 
set the different dimensions in which can be acquired, a brief description of the 
product, technical drawings, materials, and colors. This catalogue can be seen in 
Appendix 3. In this phase, the aspect to consider in the selection criteria was 
J.Design’s decision about which of these four concepts should move forward to the 
detail design phase. 

 
Figure 40. Concept 7 
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Figure 41. Concept 2 

 
Figure 42. Concept 3 
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Their decision was that the Concept 5 (Figure 43) will be developed in the detail 
design phase. 

4.1.4. Detail design 

Detailed design is the phase where the design is refined, completing the product’s 
design and making it quite more realistic from what it was in previous phases. ‘The 
design team works toward completion of the specifications for the product and 
its subassemblies, product elements, and manufacturing processes. Like the other 
phases of product development, detail design is an iterative process’ (Detail Design 
Phase, 2019). Furthermore, as the level of detail improves, the information related 
to how the different components of the design are manufactured or assembled 
increases, allowing to refine the final design. 

 
Figure 43. Concept 5 

 
Figure 44. Concept 6 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/engineering/subassemblies
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/engineering/iterative-process
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The results from this phase will appear in Chapter 6, ‘Results’. 

4.2. Bed frames 

The four phases that structures the design development phase, in this case for the 
bed frame, are explained in this subchapter. 

4.2.1. Concept sketches 

The reverse triangle with its four design stages also structures the design 
development of the bed frame (Figure 31). As it was done with the dining tables, 
the Braindrawing method allowed to generate the initial ideas being sketching the 
tool used during this first phase. 17 different bed frames concepts came out from 
it (Figures from 45 to 47). 

As any type of limitations regarding what type of frame should be were set 
by J.Design – with or without legs, with or without platform, the height of the 
mattress, etc. –, it was decided that the best was to innovate in terms of diversity. 

As it happened with the dining tables, after joining all the ideas together 
the same and additional sections for the selection criteria stated which concepts 
are moving forward to the second phase. These sections can be seen in Table 5. 

 
Figure 45. Sketches 1 

 
Figure 46. Sketches 2  
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Therefore, 6 out of these 17 concepts moved forward turning into wireframe 
drawings in the second phase. 

4.2.2. Wireframe drawings 

Wireframe drawings also served as a middle ground between the sketches on 
paper and the initial concepts on CAD modelling in this second phase. These six 
concepts that have moved forward are drawn in a higher level of detail, showing 
each one three technical views: a perspective, the top, and the front view. This 
gives enough information to make an idea of how the bed frame would look like.  

From these five concepts, four of them move forward to the third phase, 
the initial concepts on CAD modelling. In this case, after thinking it through, 
concept number 1 (Figure 48) still does not accomplish the second criterion from 
Table 5, as we do not think that a noticeable result can come out from this idea. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 47. Sketches 3 
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Therefore, the concepts 2, 3, 4 and 5 (Figures from 49 to 52) advances to the CAD 
modelling phase. 

4.2.3. CAD modelling concepts 

During this phase, a powerful and helpful tool that SolidWorks includes was 
applied to the different concepts. It is called zebra stripes. Using this tool, it was 

  

 
Figure 48. Concept 1 

 
Figure 49. Concept 2 

  

 
Figure 50. Concept 3 

 
Figure 51. Concept 4 

 
Figure 52. Concept 5 
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possible to distinguish changes in the surface that could not be seen with the 
standard display. 

 Figures 53 and 54 show the improvement regarding the decrease of 
changes between the different surfaces that form the frame. Figure 53 is a 
screenshot that was made at the beginning of the modelling, while Figure 54 is 
another screenshot made once the design was in a more advanced phase. 
However, this design is still not finished as the detail design phase has not been 
reached yet. As can be seen, the black stripes in Figure 53 do not flow between the 
union of the surfaces as well as the black stripes in Figure 54 do. 

As most of the bed frame designs that are coming out are formed with 
rounded surfaces, it is essential to apply this tool. 

 As it happened with the dining tables, J.Design’s decision of which of these 
four concepts should move forward to the detail design phase was the aspect to 
consider in the selection criteria. A catalogue with the four concepts was also sent 
to J.Design so they can evaluate each idea. This catalogue can be seen in Appendix 
2. 

Figure 55. Concept 5 

 
Figure 53. Zebra stripes before 

 
Figure 54. Zebra stripes after 
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Figure 56. Concept 2 

 
Figure 57. Concept 3 
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Figure 58. Concept 4 

Their decision was that the Concept 3 (Figure 57) will be developed in the detail 
design phase. 

4.2.4. Detail design 

‘The detail design phase defines the complete specification of the geometry, 
materials, and tolerances of all the parts through the provision of detail drawings’ 
(Detail Design Phase, 2019). During this phase, technical drawings for production 
and rendering are the main output. These drawings provide the precise physical 
description of all the parts that form the product itself, capturing all its geometric 
characteristics so that a manufacturer can produce them. 

 As happens with the dining table, the results of this phase will be shown in 
Chapter 6, ‘Results’.  

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/engineering/detail-design
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/engineering/detail-drawing
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5. Evaluation and analysis of CAD investigation 

This is an essential chapter of the project, which is about evaluating and analysing 
the use of the identified tools during the design development phase.  

5.1. Concept sketching phase 

It is known that sketching might be one of the most remarkable tools to use during 
design stages, though… How far would this project have come if this tool was the 
only one available? Sketching is a great tool to achieve several ideas quickly, 
though it might not be the best option for getting too far in the development phase, 
just in the idea visualization. A graph editor, or in this case, CAD modelling needs 
to take part in the process to translate these swift, rough and dirty lines into a 
virtual product.  

Something that designers need to keep in mind is that they should not 
worry so much on its aesthetics but in that producing several concepts efficiently. 
The ideas that come in this phase lasts until the end of the project – always with 
variations from what is reflected on paper – suggesting the dedication that is 
needed during this stage. 

 One of the main limitations of this tool is that it requires spatial vision in 
order to discriminate features and shapes that are in the three-dimensional space, 
though this ability can be developed and improved as the drawing experience 
increases. 

Even though it is possible to think that this is the phase that took less time 
to complete among the other three ones, actually it is not, it took the second most 
time. In terms of performance, it is, but all the ideas that came out for both 
products took some days. Imagine several variations following the design line of 
the companies has its difficulties, which brings one of the main complexities of this 
phase.  

5.2. Wireframe drawings phase 

Conical perspective drawings – is a projection method which is close to human 
perception – is the choice considered more appropriate for this phase. Joining a 
set of lines to the distance and vanishing points and considering a set of plans and 
lines allow to achieve whichever perspective possible, what is an essential 
advantage of this method.  

Another great advantage of the conical perspective is that it is one of the 
drawing tools which imitates best the way in which the human eye sees, as what 
are parallel lines in the real object, turns into converging lines in the drawing 
making that dimensions can be completely distorted. 

 A limitation of this tool is that it requires certain technical drawing 
knowledge, as it is needed to know how the lines and plans should be used 
according to what is going to be drawn and the desired perspective. 

As sketching, this tool does not allow getting too far in the development 
phase, just in the idea visualization incorporating a higher level of detail. 
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 Probably this has been the design phase which took less time to do, as 
basically the same ideas generated during the first stage were developed but with 
a rather higher level of detail.  

5.3. CAD modelling concepts phase 

One of the greatest advantages of using CAD is that the level of accuracy achieved 
is quite high in terms of information and appearance – providing a much more 
professional finish – while the result from the two previous phases are not. Even 
using drawing materials, there is no doubt that the percentage of error in manual 
design is always going to be higher. 

A tool that plays an essential role during this phase is parametrization. 
Modify the values of the dimensions that are involved in the geometry if a mistake 
is done or just to test different possibilities in a matter of seconds is a substantial 
improvement to what could be done in the previous phases. Remove the traces of 
pencil and recreate the geometry again – in the case of sketches, what concerns to 
the drawings with marker pen meant to start it all over again – is quite different 
to what is done from now on. This can be reflected in Figures 59 and 60, which 
show a dimensional change made to one of the points of the designs to achieve an 
ergonomic improvement. 

 
Figure 59. Concept 3 before 

 
Figure 60. Concept 3 after 

In this way, using a CAD software allows that the design changes are made 
rapidly, providing flexibility to the design process.  

Work on CAD allows moving around the three-dimensional space of the 
product that is being created, bringing the possibility of realising construction or 
aesthetic errors that could be difficult to see on paper. This happened with the 
concept six (Figure 39) from the dining tables. When it was starting to be modeled, 
it was noticed that the crosswise bars were a problem for this design. They did not 
allow to have space below the board for the movement of the user’s legs, so the 
best was to remove them from the design. Another possible change was noticed 
on the concept 3 (Figure 42), which could make the manufacturer’s work much 
easier. Instead of joining the six bars into the same point as it is illustrated in the 
conical perspective, a bar that joins three unions with the other three unions was 
the best solution.  

But not all are advantages. While the costs in the two first phases have been 
just the price of the drawing materials, now the price of the software licenses gets 
involved. This is combined with the necessity of a high-quality computer since 
CAD software consumes a big part of the computer’s processor. In addition, using 
SolidWorks and KeyShot requires a long learning process. 
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 Another limitation is that CAD does not integrate any tool which helps to 
analyse the viability of some of the components of the design in terms of 
manufacturing. The designs of this project are producible, but sometimes facing a 
complex design brings out the doubt if that design could be actually manufactured. 

This has been the phase that took the most time to prepare. Create the 
geometry in CAD and then export the file to KeyShot, preparing different scenes 
and environments, and applying colors and materials eight times took several 
days.  

5.4. Detail design phase 

This has been the phase which has helped to visualize how the product would be 
in detail in its final phase.  

 One of the main advantages of this phase is that it provides the product 
with a realistic finishing touch with all the needed details which previously had 
not been taken into account. As an example, the eight blocks that take part in the 
final product is something that has not been designed until this phase, as they 
were not essential components when it came to understanding the design in 
earlier phases. 

Before CAD exists, technical drawings needed to be made by hand. If a 
design change was made to the product, it was required a draftsperson who 
redraw it, so the design can be in tune with the new specifications. This brings the 
flexibility that CAD provides to the drawings, as well as the amount of time that it 
saves creating these documents. These drawings will act as the link between the 
companies involved in this project and the manufacturing company. 

 This has been the phase which took the third most time to prepare. The 
concept itself was already designed and developed in the third stage, though still 
remained to prepare the final details. It was not only including these details, it was 
also creating the rendering pictures and the technical drawings.  

5.5. Summarizing chart 

Speaking from the experience based on the two cases studies of this thesis project, 
Table 6 summarizes the evaluation and analysis of the different tools related to 
the CAD field, considering the four phases of the design development phase. 

The rating of Table 6 in the sections ’Time’ and ’Ease’ comprises between the 
values ’1’ and ’6’, being ’1’ the minimum. The time values are rather quantitive 
considering the number of hours that have been dedicated to the tool itself, while 
the ease values are qualitative regarding the experience in the use of them. 

Regarding the time investment, parametrization was the tool which took 
the most time, since it is a tool that assists the entire design development process 
of the product through the use of CAD, covering the third and fourth development 
phases of this project. Unexpectedly, sketching was the second that took the most 
time to apply. Though it was not about the drawing procedure – since, in this 
aspect, conical perspective drawings cover more time –, it was more in the idea 
creation coming from the imagination and creativity at the moment of drawing. 
Whereas, zebra stripes tool has been the one that covered the least time, as it has 
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been just used to see the flow of continuity between surfaces in the CAD design 
phase of the beds.  

Regarding the ease of use of the tool, the conical perspective has been the 
easiest one since it is about applying technical drawing knowledge. Zebra stripes’ 
tool is second easiest, as it is just using a command provided by SolidWorks. Zebra 
stripes allows visualizing the product with a different display and by interpreting 
the provided information the necessary modifications can be done. Giving way to 
parametrization, the difficulty in the use of the tool increases, and it is also partly 
due to the Intentional Design Methodology used in this project. This entails 
carrying out the entire design process by establishing a step order with a planning, 
allowing making changes in more advanced stages with the minimum possible 
number of errors. Sketching occupies the first position in terms of difficulty, and 
it is basically for the same reasons explained in the time investment. It is on 
account of the complexity of obtaining ideas that follow the guidelines of this 
project more than the procedure of drawing.  

As a conclusion, the experience in the use of these tools leads to the fact 
that as its complexity increases, the time required to use it does as well. 

Table 6. Summarizing chart 

T
o
o
ls
 

Advantages Drawbacks Time 
When is 
applied? 

Ease 
Information 

output 

S
ke

tc
h
in

g
 

- Let express an idea 
in a swift and simple 
way 
- The needed 
material is not 
sophisticated: just a 
pencil and a piece of 
paper 
- Any idea can be 
drawn 
- It does not require 
many skills or a long 
learning process 

- Requires spatial vision  
- Sketches might not be 
refined enough to 
communicate an idea 
- It does not allow to get 
too far in the 
development phase 
- If it is necessary to 
view a new perspective, 
it must be drawn again 

5 

During the first 
design phase of 
the 
development 
process 

6 

Sketch on 
paper. 
All the ideas that 
this project has 
developed come 
from this tool 

C
o
n
ic

a
l 
p
e
rs

p
e
c
ti
v
e
 

- The level of detail 
achieved is higher 
compared to 
sketching 
- The drawing 
materials are not 
sophisticated 
- Any idea can be 
drawn though 
requires an initial 
technical view of the 
product 
- Imitates faithfully 
the way in which the 
human eye sees 

- Requires a technical 
drawing knowledge 
- It does not allow to get 
too far in the 
development phase, just 
in the idea visualization 
- If it is necessary to 
view a new perspective, 
it must be drawn again 

2 

During the 
second design 
phase of the 
development 
process 

1 

Drawing on 
paper. 
The shape and 
geometry can be 
seen in a more 
understandable 
way than 
sketching 
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P
a
ra

m
e
tr
iz

a
ti
o
n
 

- Ease for changing 
the values of the 
parameters that are 
involved in the 
geometry, boosting 
the production of 
flexible designs 
- Allows testing 
several variations of 
the same idea 

- Requires a CAD 
learning process 
- Design a 
parameterized model 
requires more time than 
another which is not 

6 

During the 
third and the 
fourth design 
phase of the 
development 
process 

3 

Virtual product. 
It takes part in 
the CAD process 
being its aim to 
provide different 
input values 
through external 
parameters 

Z
e
b
ra

 s
tr
ip

e
s 

- Allows visualizing 
instantly the 
continuity between 
surfaces 
- Allows 
distinguishing 
defects on the 
surface that it could 
not be seen with a 
standard display, 
understanding the 
shape and quality of 
the model surface 

- Requires a CAD 
learning process 
- Depending on the type 
of surface, sometimes it 
is not easy to achieve an 
optimum result 

1 

During the 
third and the 
fourth design 
phase of the 
development 
process 

2 

Virtual product.  
It provides the 
model black 
stripes on its 
surface where 
the continuity 
between 
surfaces is 
visualized 

R
e
n
d
e
ri
n
g
 

- Allows visualizing 
the product in the 
highest level of 
detail, being the 
closest description 
of a real product 
- Allows 
incorporating 
materials, colors, 
lighting, scenes, 
environments, and 
cameras to the 
product 

- Requires a learning 
process 
- To apply different 
materials or colors on 
the same product, the 
different parts involved 
need a previous 
assembling 

4 

During the 
third and the 
fourth design 
phase of the 
development 
process 

5 

Photo-realistic 
image. 
Reproduces an 
image of the 
product with a 
real appearance 
in a different 
context 
 

T
e
c
h
n
ic

a
l 
d
ra

w
in

g
s 

- Allows knowing 
instantly the exact 
dimensions of the 
product applying its 
corresponding scale 
- It is the connection 
between the 
companies involved 
in this project and 
the manufacturing 
company 

- Requires a CAD 
learning process and 
technical drawing 
knowledge 

3 

During the 
fourth design 
phase of the 
development 
process  

4 

Technical 
drawing. 
Reproduces a 
drawing with 
technical views 
and its 
dimensions 
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6. Results 
 
In this chapter, the results that come from the detail design phase, both for the 
dining table and for the bed frame, are shown. 

6.1. Dining table 

Several changes have been made to the Concept 5 (Figure 61). As can be seen in 
Figure 62, now the connection between the glass board and the legs are fixed with 
a block of steel. Also, the metallic frame of the legs includes several brackets 
around the triangles that form the second level of the table (Figure 63), supporting 
the three colored glasses.  

 
Figure 61. Detail render table 1 

 
Figure 62. Detail render table 2 
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Figure 63. Detail render table 3 

 
Figure 64. Explosion of the table 

6.2. Bed frame 

For the bed frame, the changes that were made are more focused on the aesthetic 
and the assembly of the product. 

Now the texture of the bed has been developed into a higher level of detail, 
trying to simulate synthetic leather (Figure 66) and adding seams all around the 
frame. Also, as Carpe Diem does, a badge with their logo was included in the design 
(Figure 66). A final modification was adding four holes around the platform with 
its screws and blocks (Figure 67), being a way to put together the platform and 
the frame. 
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Figure 65. Detail render bed frame 3 

 
Figure 66. Detail render bed frame 3 
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Figure 67. Detail render bed frame 3 

 
 Figure 68. Detail render bed frame 41 
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7. Conclusions and Discussion 

After looking back in the whole process, it is time to draw a few conclusions. 

The first conclusion that needs to be discussed is the relation between the 
investigation of the CAD applicability with the identification of the six applied 
tools and the development of both products. A certain conclusion is that without 
the application and the use of CAD in this project, none of the results from the third 
and the fourth phase of the design development phase would have been possible 
to achieve. This brings the fact that the tools that belong to the CAD area, as 
parametrization, zebra stripes, rendering, and technical drawings, could have not 
been used, what makes impossible to model the product beyond the use of 
sketching or conical perspective. CAD provides the possibility of evaluating 
technically the product that it is being created and provides the rendering tool as 
the means to present the product with photo-realistic images. Design and modify 
the components of the different dining tables and bed frames have been much 
easier with a parametric modelling, providing flexibility to the entire design 
process. 

Regarding the use of the diverse tools, the main conclusion has been that 
while the design development was progressing, the level of detail of the product 
was being increased as well, bringing also with it an increase in the sophistication 
of the tool. This provides a more thorough analysis which leads to the appearance 
of errors that might have not been appreciated during the first phases. A clear 
example of it is how ergonomics affects the design of the tables. In the sketching 
stage, several ideas achieved the aesthetic goals, but already in more advanced 
stages, some modifications were made to these initial ideas so the design can solve 
the ergonomics problem areas. 

Related to this aspect, one of the essential pillars of this project has been 
the investigation of how ergonomics affects both products. Considering how it has 
been modifying a big part of the designs and how it has taken part in the selection 
criteria during the design development phases leads to thinking through the 
importance that it really has.  

 Once the detail design phase was completed, it was tried to 3D-print both 
final results, as it is a very useful way to see the final result from another 
perspective. Nevertheless, due to the scale reduction there existed some 
problems: the profiles of the legs from the dining table would lack stability as they 
were too thin to be printed, and, in the case of the bed frame, there were too many 
small details that would not appear in the 3D-printed model. For these reasons, it 
was decided that the best was setting the 3D-prints aside. 

It has been challenging to decide the convergence of concepts within the 
design development phase. Nevertheless, establishing a firm basis such as setting 
different sections that shaped the initial selection criteria, a well-defined list of 
requirements and, a constant and fluid dialogue with the company have facilitated 
the work.  

Something that we have not expected before starting the project was facing 
a conflict of interests between the company and the university. On the one hand, 
J.Design was more focused on the results of the project, while on the other hand, 
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the university was more focused on the way followed until these results, given that 
this project is an academic thesis. Dialogue was the solution and the path which 
led to the equilibrium between both parts. 

As a conclusion, the purpose of this project has helped us to understand the 
usefulness of these tools related to the CAD world throughout the design 
development phases of a product. Maybe before facing this project, we would have 
not wondered about the importance of this topic, but after having analysed and 
evaluated them, we are able to see it from another perspective. The knowledge 
related to the moment within a development phase in which they should be used; 
the advantages, drawbacks, limitations they provide and, the time investment they 
require have surely improved, helping us to improve as Product Design engineers. 
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Appendix 1 – Questionnaire based on Google form 

1. Bed frames 

1. What is the size of your bed? 

 
Figure 69.       

Individual size, 2019 
(www.timesbeds.co.uk) 

 
Figure 70.                     

Double bed size, 2019 
(www.eurohausfurniture.com) 

 
Figure 71.                    

Queen/King size, 2019 
(www.projetos.habitissimo.com) 

 
Figure 72. Bed question results 1. 

2. In case you have a double/queen/king size bed, what type of bed is it? 

Figure 73.                
Panel bed (with 

headboard 
incorporated), 2019 

(www.agora-elles.com) 
 

 
Figure 74.                      

Without headboard, 2019 
(www.naturalbedcompany.co.uk) 

 

Figure 75.             
Scandinavian Style (headboard 

hanging on the wall), 2019 
(www.houzz.se) 

Figure 77. Bed question results 2 

    
Figure 76. Canopy   

(www.casaimagenes.es) 
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If you were to buy a bed …  

3. Do you prefer it would have details all around the frame bed or just a purely 
minimalist design?  

Detailed bed / Minimalist bed 

 
Figure 78. Bed question results 3. 

4. Concerning the corners of the bed, do you prefer rounded or straight 
shapes? 

 
Figure 79. Rounded corner, 2019        

(www.freshbed.com) 

 
Figure 80. Straight corner, 2019 

(www.poliform.it) 

 
Figure 81. Bed question results 4 

5. Do you prefer a design in which the bed legs are visible? 

 
Figure 82. Visible legs (Yes), 2019 

(www.time4sleep.com) 

 
Figure 83. No visible legs (No), 2019 

(www.poliform.it) 
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6. Do you find essential in a bed that it has a storage place? (Lift up base, bed 
with drawers, ...) 

Yes / No 

 
Figure 85. Bed question results 6 

7. In case you answered ‘yes’ in the last question, which storing system do 
you prefer? 

Figure 86. Drawers, 2019              
(www.themamagazette.com) 

Figure 87. Lift up base, 2019         
(www.absolutebeds.com) 

 
Figure 88. On the same frame, 2019 

(www.negoziodelgiunco.com) 

 
Figure 89. Bed question results 7 

 

 
Figure 84.  Bed question results 5 
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8. Concerning the height of the mattress, do you prefer low or high beds?  

 
Figure 90. Low bed, 2019         
(www.design-interior.com) 

 
Figure 91. High bed, 2019             

(www.homesifery.info) 

 
Figure 92. Bed question results 8 

9. Do you like the feeling of buoyancy in a bed?  

 
              Figure 93. Feeling of buoyancy, 2019                             
  (www.decorar.net) 

10. Do you like beds that include a platform?  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    
 
 

Figure 95. Platform, 2019.  
     (www.imgsave.me) 

Figure 94. Bed question results 9 

 Figure 96. Bed question results 10 
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11. In case you answered yes in the last one, which style of platform do you 
prefer?  

 
Figure 97. Option 1, 2019               
(www.wickerpalace.com) 

 
Figure 98. Option 2, 2019           
(www.design.roniyoung.com) 

 
Figure 99. Option 3, 2019               

(www.eventtch.me) 

 
Figure 100. Option 4, 2019           

(www.wearefound.com) 

 
Figure 101. Bed question results 11 

12. How important is having a frame which is able to adapt the shape of the 
body to you? (Taking into account that its price is also increased?)  

Rate from 1 to 5, where 1 is irrelevant and 5 very important 

 

 
          Figure 102. Shape frame, 2019 (www.carpediembeds.com) 
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Figure 103. Bed question results 12 

2. Dining tables 

If you were to buy a new dining table… 

1. What shape would it have?  

 
Figure 104. Oval, 2019 

(www.decofilia.com) 

 
Figure 105. Circle, 2019 
(www.casaimagenes.info) 

 
Figure 106. Rectangular, 2019 

(www.listadecorar.info) 

 
Figure 107. Square, 2019 
(www.adesignerroutlet.com) 

 
Figure 108.  Table question results 1 

2. How many people should fit on it? 

4, 6, 8, more tan 8, others 

 
Figure 109 Table question results 2 
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3. Do you find necessary that the dining table is extensible? (Taking into 
account that its price is also increased). 

Yes / No 

 

Figure 110. Table question results 3 

4. In case you answered ‘yes’ in the last question, which opening system do 
you prefer? 

 
Figure 111.            

Extension by turn, 2019 
(www.agora-elles.com) 

 
Figure 112.     Central 

extension, 2019    
(www.marzua.com) 

 
Figure 113. Lateral extension, 2019 

(www.casaimagenes.info) 

 
Figure 114. Table question results 4 
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5. Which leg system do you prefer?  

 
Figure 115.                         

In the extremes, 2019 
(www.casaimagenes.info) 

 
Figure 116. Recessed, 2019 
(www.mugsnjugstogo.com) 

 
Figure 117. In 'U', 2019 
(www.mercadolibre.com) 

 
Figure 118. In 'X', 2019 
(www.casadecorar.biz) 

 
Figure 119. Table question results 5 

6. How important is having a footrest to you?   

Rate from 1 to 5, where 5 is the highest 

 
           Figure 120. DB11, 2019        
 (www.mobimex.com) 

 

 
 
 
 

Figure 121. Table question results 6 
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7. What do you think is more important in a dining table, its functionality or 
aesthetics? 

Aesthetics / Functionality 

 
Figure 122. Table question results 7 
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Torsö is the perfect bed if what you are looking for is not sleeping at high heights.
To increase your comfort, we added some extra space on its lateral and on its headboard.

Torsö includes a yielding and comfortable top mattress (Height: 7.5 cm) with a
cotton-filled summer side, wool-filled winter side and Talalay latex in the middle.

Practical and comfortable all year round.
Height included top mattress: 30.5 cm.

TORSÖ

For those who dislike high beds



ALNÖN

Alnön combines rectangular and triangular shapes with a dynamic expression all around
its design. A frame bed with a timeless design, providing almost the same feeling you get

from a continental bed. Alnön includes a prestige top mattress filled with Talalay
latex (Height: 7.5 cm). Its stretch-fabric cover in white with black

contrast piping is removable and washable at 60°C.
Practical and comfortable all year round.

Height included top mattress: 38 cm.

The Alnön story



VISINGSÖ

That is what we wondered when we started designing Visingsö. The bed rests on a
pyramidal trunk with rectangular bases, looking to set traditional bed legs aside.
Visingsö includes a yielding and comfortable top mattress (Height: 7.5 cm) with a
cotton-filled summer side, wool-filled winter side and Talalay latex in the middle.

Practical and comfortable all year round.
Height included top mattress: 45.5 cm.

‘Must a bed have legs?’



HELGÖ

Helgö rests on two pillars construction, providing a sensation of buoyancy. Designed
with a passion for sleep. Helgö includes a yielding and comfortable top

mattress (Height: 7.5 cm) with a cotton-filled summer side,
wool-filled winter side and Talalay latex in the middle.

Practical and comfortable all year round.
Height included top mattress: 45.5 cm.

Supported by twin pillars
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A. Sym Dining table 06
Modern & elegant dining table, being its square 
shape something that will not pass unperceived. 
Suitable for public environment as well as in private homes. 

Colours:

Anodized White                
Anodized Brushed Black                       
Anodized Rough Black
Bronze Rusted

Table tops (Material & Colours):

Glass window generic grey              
Glass window solar shield S10
Glass basic white
Glass refractive white

Material:
Powder coated extruded steel wire (12 mm)

1100 mm

800
800
730-740

1400
1400
730-740

Dimensions (mm):

Medium
Length:          
Width:           
Height:          

Large
Length:          
Width:           
Height:          

X-Large
Length:          
Width:           
Height:          

1100
1100
730-740



A dining table with an agressive style, characterized by its strong identity. 
Suitable for public environment as well as in private homes. 
The tables can be customized for larger projects and orders.

Table tops (Material & Colours):

Hard shiny plastic grey
Grey stained solid ash 
Black stained solid ash 
Black wood 

A. Sym Dining table 20 

Colours:

Anodized White                
Anodized Brushed Black                       
Anodized Rough Black
Bronze Rusted

Material:
Powder coated extruded steel wire (12 mm)

1800 / 2400 / 2800 mm900 mm

71
0 

m
m

 +
 t

o
p

 2
0 

m
m

1800
900
730-740

3000
900
730-740

Dimensions (mm):

Medium
Length:          
Width:           
Height:          

Large
Length:          
Width:           
Height:          

X-Large
Length:          
Width:           
Height:          

2400
900
730-740



A. Sym Dining table 04
Two levels of glass allow to gain in space to support different type
of things. Suitable for public environment as well as in private homes. 

Colours:

Paint metallic White               
Anodized Brushed Black                       
Anodized Rough Black
Bronze Rusted

Table tops (Material & Colours):

Glass Light Frost White             
Glass Basic Orange
Glass Basic Black
Glass refractive white

Material:
Powder coated extruded steel wire (12 mm)

900 mm

73
0 

m
m

 +
 t

o
p

 1
0 

m
m

1800 / 2400 / 2800 mm

1800
900
730-740

3000
900
730-740

Dimensions (mm):

Medium
Length:          
Width:           
Height:          

Large
Length:          
Width:           
Height:          

X-Large
Length:          
Width:           
Height:          

2400
900
730-740



Simplicity & Elegance are the two main features that settles the identity 
of this dining table. Suitable for public environment as well as in private homes. 
The tables can be customized for larger projects and orders.

Table tops (Material & Colours):

Paint gloss black
Grey stained solid ash 
White nano-laminate 
Black nano-laminate 

A. Sym Dining table 03 

Colours:

Anodized White                
Anodized Brushed Black                       
Anodized Rough Black
Bronze Rusted

Material:
Powder coated extruded steel wire (12 mm)

1800 / 2400 / 2800 mm900 mm

71
0 

m
m

 +
 t

o
p

 2
0 

m
m

1800
900
730-740

3000
900
730-740

Dimensions (mm):

Medium
Length:          
Width:           
Height:          

Large
Length:          
Width:           
Height:          

X-Large
Length:          
Width:           
Height:          

2400
900
730-740
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